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Author- the Language of
Fashion Design: 26
Principles Every Fashion
Designer Should Know 

Co-author: the Fashion Design Reference and
Specification Manual with Jay Calderon



Expressing detail, drape,
movement, volume, color,
feeling 
 Bringing design concepts to LIFE
Fashion from life, for life



Learning through joy, boldness,
safety and support  to try new

things and overcome fear  

Parsons Student
Testimonials



model drawing without body distortion 
Ethical, flexible fashion proportions for a variety of markets . Building solid
drawing skills for visual expression  that is flexible.
Vitality, precision, dynamics. 



g
for design thinking 
Live, timed poses in leotard and costumed models  hones solid visual
communication skils, eye for proportion, form, layers, line quality and descriptive
details are key!





Quick design sketching /
building a theme
Using a croquis template 
building silhouettes from construction details 

viewing the body from all angles
cohesiveness in theme







Parsons Testimonial



creating color
palettes and prints
Translating inspiration into design 
concept boards, design research
COLOR THEORY, digital and
analog tools.



Support, enthusiasm, motivation,
skill, positivity 

Student
Testimonials



Design through
Draping,
Patternmaking,
construction, flats,
specs 

Technical design, hand and
machine making techniques.
Understanding grain, finishes,
pinning, pressing, cutting, fitting
and finishing.

Translating sketches into 3D with
confidence in your ability!
 



Precision, technique
and accuracy =
creative freedom!
Having confidence in clear
techniques we can rely on create
the reliable creative   structure
that we create freely within.
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Using prints, color
stories, motif, to 
build a fashion story
Bringing  and nurturing ideas to
life on the figure



Freehand digital
fashion Illustration 
Digital freehand lllustration
techniques:
construction, detail, depth,
dimension; layers and tools.



Step-by-step
processes and
demonstrations 
Demystifying drawing, detail, light
and shadow. 



rendering +
sketching with 
 MARKERS 
Marker techniques:
texture,print,shading, and 
fabric 
full-color renderings 



COMMUNICATING:
silhouette, texture,
construction and
style
Across media and techniques,
assignments and  projects deepen
our ability, experience and
confidence!



DRAWING FOUNDATIONS FOR
EXPRESSION
Line weights, light and shadow, form, textures, proportions and layers
Visual communication skills are extremely valuable!



FLUENCYACROSS
MEDIA
Versatility- Wet, dry and digital
tools



Fashion Design is
about LIFE and
PEOPLE
Creating in a way that serves the
world and our communities.
Fashion is Culture.



Fashion is about
SOCIAL IMPACT in
our WORLD
Community, social and sustainable
Initiative and design that truly
serves .



Passion and enthusiasm ignite
learning and creative motivation! 

Student
Testimonials



Fashion is imagination
Anything can be translated into garments, costumes, clothing.
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PHOTOSHOP illustration
and design sketching on desktop 



 
Swatching, sourcing,

researching.
Sketching unique collections

for diferent concepts and
developing well-rounded 

 skillset, style and message



CROQUIS BOOKS 
The Treasure Chest--Expanding a

theme, research, editinge



CHILDRENSWEAR



The way we learn sets the tone
for how we see ourselves in our

world and career.

IMPACT







sketchbooks, sketchbooks





C
onstruction details, prints, highlights and shadow

s clarify
design



ASK ME ANYTHING
I look forward to meet you.!




